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Relationship, Are You Sure You
Want One?
This is NOT your average relationship book! It is not about
love and romance but instead offers powerful questions
and tools you can ask every single day to create what you
truly desire in a relationship.
Creating a great relationship requires a level of intimacy
that very few people are willing to have even with
themselves, let alone someone else. Simone Milasas
Written from both the male and female point of view so
you can get both perspectives, Simone Milasas and
Brendon Watt invite YOU to be the source of your own
happiness, not a relationship. They ask powerful questions
you can ask daily to create anything you desire!
How many great relationships do you see out there? I don’t
mean long lasting relationships. I am talking about caring
relationships where you empower each other to be as great
as you can be. Brendon Watt
There are no answers or conclusions or promise of a fairy
tale in this book, instead the author’s explore:
●
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The importance of gratitude and getting out of
judgment
Money and relationships
Questions you can ask to have a phenomenal
relationship
I am single, is that wrong?
How to create your relationship fresh each
day
The importance of trust and honouring
Sexy time, how to ask what you truly desire?
Men and Women’s subtext
The biggest mistakes women make

To me, relationship is about two different people who have
chosen to be together for a space to create something that
is far greater than each of them could create alone.
Brendon Watt.
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